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 8th March, 20:30 
Portcullis Club  
Club AGM 

 15th March, 20:30 
Portcullis Club  
Branch AGM 

 16th April, 12:00 
Portcullis Club 
Fish n’ Chips & Talk 
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Editor’s Column 
Dear readers, 
“With or Without You?” is not 
only the question raised in the 
popular song by Irish rock 
band U2 but it also describes 
the situation of the past years 
between our RAFA Branch 
and the 450 Squadron ATC. 
We are close neighbours on the airfield but did 
not seem to have too close links. We need and 
get the support of the air cadets on many 
occasions, namely fund raising for Wings 
Appeal, commemorations on the airfield, 
standard bearer duties, marshalling at events, 
etc. etc. However, for years RAFA has not 
offered a lot in return. I have only now realised 
that this was the case. On invitation by 450 
Squadron ATC I have joined their Civilian 
Welfare Committee to fill the role of RAFA 
representative. Initially I had to understand what 
this is all about. But now I enjoy being in this 
position as it offers me a close contact to the 
squadron. On behalf of RAFA I can contribute to 
air cadet activities, advertise the benefits of our 
RAFA youth programme and even help or 
attend at their events. A good example was the 
Surrey Wing ATC Cross Country Run, taking 
place on our airfield (see separate report in this 
edition). I really enjoyed the contact with the air 
cadets and the chats with staff members of the 
squadrons present. I got the feeling that it is vital 
for our Branch to stay in close contact with the 
real RAF and their activities. Anyone out there 
who would be interested and able to join in? 
Enjoy reading this edition and best wishes, 

Hartmut Klein  

 

Branch Chairman’s Column 
Another year has passed, a busy one for 
both Branch and Club, especially as it was 
the 75th anniversary since the Battle of 
Britain which attracted quite a number of 
additional visitors to the airfield and to the 
Club. And here we are again at the start of 
another New Year. So, to members near 
and far, a Happy New Year to you all. 
This coming year may not be quite so intense but I am sure 
it will be a busy one with our Website attracting many 
enquiries regarding the airfield and the Club. 
March may seem to be way off at present but of course it is 
the month when we hold the AGMs for both Branch and 
Club. The dates are in the Newsletter so make a note of 
them and also please do look at the Notice Board in the 
Club where these will be displayed giving the names and 
positions to be filled. This is your opportunity to play a part 
in having your say in running the Club and/or Branch. 
Although the Wings Appeal season for 2015 has ended, 
the start of the new one has begun with the RAFA stall 
present at Church Walk at the end of November followed 
soon after by “Brew for the Few” at the Club. These money 
making Wings events would not have been possible were it 
not for our very active organiser Evelyn and her supportive 
band of collectors and helpers. For a while Branch 
activities during the winter months slow down but welfare 
activities do not, our Honorary Welfare Officer and her 
volunteer helpers continuing to do their work largely 
unseen throughout the year, so to all of you from us a big 
thank you. 
For 2016 we plan to reintroduce the Fish and Chips 
Saturday lunch theme followed by a speaker or something 
of interest after the meal. This format at the time was quite 
popular and generally well attended. I understand some of 
the veterans who attend the monthly coffee mornings at the 
Old Coulsdon Centre have spoken about the time when 
they were taking place at the Club. As with all things your 
support is vital and a reward in itself for the organisers and 
helpers who work behind the scenes to bring it about. 
As you may know the Kenley Airfield Friends Group 
(KAFG) achieved their goal in the bid for Heritage Lottery 
Fund (HLF) funds to start the Kenley Revival Project. The 
work is planned to start this spring and it will be interesting 
to see over the months the emergence of change and 
improvements as we walk around the airfield. 
With all this in mind I have no doubt 2016 will again be an 
interesting year with many things happening. 

Phone: 020 8668 3408  
Email: mike@rafa-kenley.com  
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Mike Roach 

Phone: 020 8668 7540  
hartmut@rafa-kenley.com 



 

 

 

Forthcoming events 
  

Annual General Meeting of RAFA Portcullis Club 
Tuesday, 8th March 2016 / 20:30 / Portcullis Club 

 

Annual General Meeting of RAFA Branch 661 
Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of  
RAFA Branch 661 to be held  
at the Portcullis Club on Tuesday 15th March, 2016 at 8.30 pm. 

Nominations for members wishing to stand for the Committee to be  
advised to the Secretary by 8th March. 
signed Ken Bolton, Branch Secretary 

 

Fish & Chips lunch 
Saturday, 16th April 2016 / 12 noon / Portcullis Club 

We will enjoy a lovely F&C followed by a talk, speaker and topic tba.  
There will also be a raffle.  All proceeds go to the Wings Appeal.  
Admission: £7.50 per person  /  Raffle tickets: £1.00 each 

Early registration and upfront payment required: 
please contact Evelyn Klein (020 8668 7540 or evelyn@rafa-kenley.com) 
Please make cheques payable to ‘RAFA Kenley’ and post them to Evelyn Klein, 2 Maryhill Close, Kenley, CR8 5HU 
 

Wings Appeal –  
Preview 2016 
In 2015 we managed again to support 
RAFA’s Wings Appeal with a sizeable 

contribution. However, it will become a 
little harder in 2016 to match the previ-
ous result, as we are going to lose the 
excellent fundraising opportunity in 
Croydon’s North End on Armed Forces 

Day. This is due to the planned develop-
ment works on the Whitgift-Centre site. 
The Wings programme for 2016 will 
include a “Fish & Chips Lunch” in April 
at the Portcullis Club, our stall at the Old 
Coulsdon Grange Park Fair in July, 
potentially a stall at another Airfield 
Heritage Day, and the Battle-of-Britain 
Week collections on streets, at train 
stations and supermarkets. Hopefully 
the  management  at  the  Church  Walk 
Centre in Caterham will re-introduce their events schedule of former years, thus allowing us to be present with our 
stand. As usual we will close this year’s activities with our “Advent Afternoon” in early December. The ATC squadrons 
have already reassured us that they will help us with the street collections during the BoB week. I would like to appeal 
to our membership to come forward and support us at all the other events, as we urgently need more volunteers. 

Evelyn Klein       Wings Appeal Organiser / Phone: 020 86687540 / Email: evelyn@rafa-kenley.com 

Kenley & Caterham 
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Chairman Mike Roach and  
Secretary Ken Bolton at the last AGM 
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RAF in the City   by Hartmut Klein 
You may be surprised to watch a Spitfire taking off in 
the City of London. However, this impression was 
given as an ‘Aircraft Carrier’ appeared to give a 

Spitfire a catapult start. The Carrier was a large lorry 
which was curiously decorated to take part in the 800th 
Lord Mayor’s Show on 14th November 2015, a very 
rainy Saturday indeed. The RAF together with the 
Army and the Royal Navy were out in force to support 

the procession from 
Mansion House via St 
Paul’s Cathedral on to the 

Royal Courts of Justice, 
where the Lord Mayor 
gives his oath. The Spitfire 
float was accompanied by 
the Central Band of the 
RAF, the RAAF, Air Cadets 
and Air Cadets Band of 438 
Squadron Thanet  ATC.  In 

over the place and 
marching alongside other 
floats, carriages and 
groups, including the 
Royal British Legion, 
carrying Poppy flags. They 
were also marching with 
standards right past the 
Lord Mayor’s State coach.  

Well done, Air Cadets!!   

Kenley & Caterham 

Branch & 
Portcullis Club 
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fact the Air Cadets were all 



 

 
 

Club Chairman’s Report 
This Autumn has proved to be a busy time at our Club with a number of significant events 
being held. September 2015 marked the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Britain, and the Club 
was pleased to play host to the Mayor of Croydon and other local dignitaries, after the 
memorial service at the Kenley Tribute.  
The October Autojumble was the best attended of the four held in 2015, and raised funds for 
our Club building fund. In late October, the club hosted a meeting of the City of London Parks 
& Open Spaces Department. They enjoyed a day exploring the airfield and our Club premises. 
For the first time in 10 years, a Bonfire Night Party was held at the Club and proved very 
successful. In spite of the weather, a huge bonfire was lit, and a spectacular firework display 
entertained us. Members and guests were treated to a variety of hot dishes served by Peter, Sally, Melanie, and 
CJ. After the fireworks, ‘Dirty Spoons’ who played us their unique brand of country music, entertained the crowd; 

we will certainly be seeing them again! 
The Club Christmas Party held on 20th December attracted a large number of members and guests who all 
brought along a wide variety of dishes to add to the buffet. Music was provided by a duo ‘Doctor Slideshow’ who 

were well received by everyone. 
Your Club Committee wish all members a Very Happy 2016 and we look forward to seeing you all during the 
coming year.  

Ron Aspinwall       Club Chairman / Phone: 07957 197805 / Email: ron@rafa-kenley.com 

A visit to Berlin  by Hartmut Klein 
After settling in London some 16 years ago we ever wanted to visit Berlin, our reunited capital. We haven’t been 

there since at  least 20 years and  were very interested to see first-hand how it looked 25 years after reunification. 
Finally, end of April last year  we  
boarded  a flight  to  Berlin and 
stayed there for a week. On 
arrival, we noticed large displays 
all over Berlin commemorating 
the 70th anniversary of the end of 
WW2. However, not aware of any 
related events, we pursued our 
planned programme. While in the 
Tempelhof district to visit the 
Airlift Memorial (report to follow in 
the next edition) we realised a 
gathering forming in a side street 
nearby. By chance we were just 
in time to witness a ceremony to 
remember the surrender of Berlin 
to the Soviets on the 2nd of May 
1945. Present were the 
Regierender Bürgermeister (first 
mayor) of Berlin, Michael Müller, 
the Russian Ambassador, 
Wladimir M. Grinin, and a resident 
who now lives in the flat which was the scene of the signing of the capitulation of Berlin. A plaque at the front door 
of the house no 2, Schulenburgring commemorates this historic event. It reads: 

Kenley & Caterham 

Branch & 
Portcullis Club 
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A camera team, a few reporters and about 100 people were listening to (from left to 
right) the Russian Ambassador, the mayor of Berlin and a resident of this house 

 

 

Note the 
plaque 

This house was the location of the operations centre of General Tschuikow (General Chuikov), commander of the Soviet 
8th Guards Army. Here, on the 2nd May 1945, General Weidling, commander of the defence of the Berlin area, signed 

the order to his German forces to stop hostilities with immediate effect. This marked the end of the war for Berlin. 
 

Ron Aspinwall 
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How to fly a Lancaster in Cloud?   by Kirstie Gibson 
The Autumn ‘Brew for the Few’ at the Portcullis 

Club had a packed agenda: video, talk, tea and 
cakes! We started by watching an excellent video 
record of the Heritage day on the 16th August 2015 

with comprehensive footage of the BBMF flypast by Jon Eddolls. 
The talk was presented by Ken Simpson with memories of his 
time working with Lancasters as an instrument mechanic 
specialising in the blind flying panel used to help pilots and 
navigators fly in cloud and across larger areas of water without 
points of reference. Ken had started his trade training at RAF 
Melksham and was then based in the West Country in 1956 
working at the Maritime School of Reconnaissance. The Lancasters were a pale colour to blend in with the 

sky and sea. Work involved both day and night shifts as 
the instruments had to be inspected at any time a plane 
landed. Another more physical job was moving the 
Lancasters using tractors so they were not facing into the 
sometimes strong westerly winds as the aircraft could 
potentially be lifted off the ground by the strength of the 
wind and aerodynamics of the plane. Ken remembers the 
limited space inside a Lancaster and having to climb over 
a large spar to check the instruments which also included 
the gunsights and bomb aiming device. He remembers 
visiting Petwood Hotel in Lincolnshire which is known for 
being the home the RAF 617 “Dambusters” Squadron in 

WW2. It 
had been 

the scene of both triumph and disaster. Ken says he felt 
very close to the bomber boys in this particular location 
and had a drink in their honour. He recalls there being a 
large chunk of fir tree on display above the bar which had 
got caught in the undercarriage of a Lancaster when flying 
low over trees. During the war in 1944 Ken remembers 
being evacuated to Wales as a child and being billeted 
with a despatch rider which was quite exciting. Ken had 
brought in some excellent pictures of Lancasters with 
many signatures from pilots and crew. He bought some of 

the pictures from 
Aces High 
Aviation Gallery 
in Aylesbury. He 
had a picture 
signed by two 
bomber boy Victoria Cross recipients Bill Reid and Norman 
Jackson. 
The talk was accompanied by splendid tea and cakes made by 
Evelyn Klein. There was then a raffle assisted by young Lotti to 
pick the lucky winners and prizes ranged from seasonal 
Octoberfest beer to chocolate bath bombs! 

Kenley & Caterham 

Branch & 
Portcullis Club 
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16 members came to attend and support our Wings Appeal 

 

Young Lotti enjoying a piece 
of 'Snow White' cake! 

Diana, Cynthia 
and Evelyn 

helping to serve 
tea and coffee as 

well as Evelyn's 
homemade 

cakes. 

Ken Simpson talking 
about his time with the 
Lancasters 

 



 

 

 

Welfare Matters  by Vera Harvey 

Well, another year is over and it has really flown by. We have been busier than ever with Welfare. We do have 
quite a few ‘nonagenarians’ now and many of them are sprightly and love joining in with everything. Others 
unfortunately do not enjoy such good health so we try to be there for them.   -   We had the two group holidays at 
Princess Marina House, in May and November, which are more popular than ever. Some people prefer to go 
alone or as a couple at other times of the year, which can be arranged.   -   The coffee mornings are still held on 
the last Thursday of the month at ‘The Old Coulsdon Centre for the Retired’. All are welcome to pop in for a cup of 

tea/coffee and chat.   -   We had our Battle-of-Britain lunch in September at the Centre which was paid for from 
money from car boot sales and some donations.   -   The Christmas lunch (see photos above) at the same venue 
was well attended and enjoyed by all. My son, Ivan Taaffe, very kindly sponsored that. We are most grateful to 
him and the ladies at the Centre with Iris who always do a fantastic job. I also must take this opportunity to thank 
the volunteers who help me so much and are so supportive and go that bit extra. Thank you! 
Two of our long time veterans died last year, Mrs Edna Ganfield and Mr Cyril Cope. Both are sadly missed and we 
extend our condolences to Mrs Cope as well as Charlie and his daughter Shirley Ganfield. Thanks are also due to 
Mrs Cope for her generous donation to the RAFA Welfare fund which is very much appreciated. 
As a group the Welfare section is here to offer help, friendship and support. So a lot of our 
work is confidential. I want to stress that if you find yourself in any kind of difficulty or are 
lonely we will endeavour to do our very best to help and you won't be alone, but you have to 
tell us. My contact details are shown below. 
The calendar for 2016 is getting pretty full up with some interesting things going on at the 
Portcullis Club, so check your newsletter or the website and come along and support us. 
A Happy new year to one and all. 

Vera Harvey           

Honorary Welfare Officer  /  Phone: 01737 823218 / Email: vera@rafa-kenley.com 
 

On Service in Germany  by Hartmut Klein 
One of our feathered RAFA representatives has set up camp in Germany. In August our pilot duck has taken over 
the command on a rather crowded well inside the popular ‘Biergarten’ of the local pub in the lovely town of Neu-
Anspach. According to the regulars our pilot duck has settled in very well well well..... 

Hartmut and Evelyn brought the RAFA duck to Neu-Anspach. They always stay in Neu-Anspach, which is close to 
Frankfurt and Bad Homburg, when they are in the region to visit friends and family. Below they hand the duck to 
Stefan Dürre, landlord of the 'Gasthaus zur Linde'. Stefan promised to look after our pilot duck and 'keep it afloat'. 

Kenley & Caterham 
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Our RAFA duck on patrol  Evelyn hands the duck to Stefan  Stefan sets our pilot duck free 

Vera Harvey 
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Remembrance Sunday 2015   by Hartmut Klein 
In contrast to the year before, this Remembrance Sunday was not blessed with any 
sunshine. Despite the bad weather the services at St Lukes in Whyteleafe and later at 
the Kenley Tribute were very well attended. It is encouraging to see that the younger 
generation showed remarkable interest in the ceremonies.  

The air cadets of Kenley’s 450 Squadron lined 

the way in St Lukes churchyard to greet visitors 
on their way in. They also formed the guard of 
honour at the Tribute. At St Lukes the Standards 
were presented by master as well as keen 
apprentice Bearers as can be seen on the photo below. The 
Standards were in position just before 11am when the Reverend Tim 
Goode started to read the names from the Whyteleafe War 
Memorial. After the Remembrance outside the congregation moved 

into the church to continue with the service. The Reverend Sara Goatcher recalled the story and legacy of 
British nurse Edith Cavell in her very moving 
sermon.  National Anthem and Blessing concluded 
the proceedings at St Lukes. 
Following a brief stop with refreshments at the 
Portcullis Club many made their way to the Tribute, 
defying wind and drizzle. The wreath laying 
ceremony at the Tribute was led by the Mayor of 
Croydon. Representatives from many local groups, 
organisations and politics followed to show their 
respects. 450 Squadron presented their Standard and their bugler played the ‘Last Post’ and ‘Reveille’.  
 

 

Kenley & Caterham 
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Portcullis Club 
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Left top: The Mayor of Croydon and the other representatives are 
getting ready for the wreath-laying ceremony 

Left bottom:  RAFA Branch Chairman Mike Roach and The 
Reverend Tim Goode have just laid their wreaths 
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RAFA helping Santa 
It  has  become a tradition for our Branch  
to help Santa switching on the Christmas  
lights in Caterham. Our annual routine  
was particularly well received this year  
by  the  visitors  of  the  Church Walk  
Centre.  They  enjoyed  our  Lucky  
Airbase game and were also very  
interested in the merchandise on  
offer.  Many gave generously to  
support RAFA's Wings Appeal.  
Evelyn    Klein,    our   Wings  
Appeal Organiser, was very  
pleased because this year's  
result  beat  the  previous  
years by far. Her thanks  
go  to  Brian Ford, who  
came all the way from  
Storrington   in  West  
Sussex, and our local  
members         Kirstie  
Gibson, Maggie Jones, Diana Metcalfe, 
Carl Roche, Chairman Mike Roach and 
finally her hubby Hartmut for their 
support at this event. 

                                            Spitfires and Lancasters for tea 
Aeroplanes  in   the   guise   of   Christmas 
biscuits and other seasonal pastries were 
served   at   our   Advent   afternoon   on 

Saturday,  5th  December  2015, at the 
Portcullis  Club.  As  this  was  the last 
‘Brew-for-the-Few’  event  of the year 
our  Wings Appeal organiser Evelyn 
Klein thought it appropriate to bake 
a  few   Spitfires  and  Lancasters, 
 following   a   traditional   German 

 Christmas  recipe, called Butter- 
Plätzchen. Evelyn is well known 

 for  her   homemade food and 
 pastries from many events at 
 the club,  including  a Bava- 

rian-style      ‘Oktoberfest’. 
 According to the veterans 
 and  guests attending the 
 Advent    afternoon,    the 

 Spitfires  and   Lancasters 
went down a treat. Evelyn also offered the aeroplanes for sale, two in a 
little clear bag as Christmas presents for family and friends. As all 
proceeds went to RAFA’s Wings Appeal, Evelyn is adamant that there 

can’t be any misgivings about Spitfires after a German recipe…. 

Surrey Wing ATC Cross Country Championships 

RAFA’s contribution to the 
Christmas Tree Festival at All Saints Kenley  

Sunday, the 6th December, wasn’t blessed with sunshine but that didn’t deter the ATC 

Squadrons of the Surrey Wing to hold their annual cross country championships on 
Kenley Aerodrome. For quite a few years, our RAFA Branch wasn’t present at any ATC 

events and so we were quite curious what to expect. Arriving at 10.30 am at 450 
Squadron’s headquarters to get our stall set up, just in time before the competition was 

about to start. The effort was worth it, as the great majority of the air cadets – more than 
100 - took notice of our stall. Many entered our free prize draw to win a stylish-framed 
photograph of the Battle-of-Britain-Memorial-Flight over Kenley by our local photographer 
Mike van der Vord. It  went  to  a  proud  female cadet of  261  Guildford  Squadron  ATC. 
Many  also noticed our information board, advertising rafa YOUTH. With our merchandise 
and some miniature aircraft on display, once assembled by our late member Tony Harding, we managed to attract the 
attention of the audience, air cadets and parents as well as RAF staff alike. Interesting conversations were held and 
the message of RAFA was brought across. Squadron Leader David Ratcliffe even noted our presence during the 
presentation of the competition awards and thanked for our participation. A great event which we plan to attend again. 

Still feeling a bit Christmassy? 

Lancasters fresh from 
Evelyn’s production line 
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In memory of Tony Harding 
FIRMES VOLAMOS - FIRMLY WE FLY 
When Sydney Pigden lent me his wartime logbook I read of earlier training in Canada and  
then back in this country at 61 O.T.U. Rednal. In September 1942 he was posted as a sergeant to 164 

Squadron at Peterhead whose Spitfires all bore the wording “Argentine British 

Squadron” along their engine cowlings. However these had to be handed over to 

a forming French squadron and 164 Squadron was sent down south and given 
Hurricanes instead. After taking part in army exercises one of the squadron’s first 

cross Channel sorties was a rocket attack on Lock Gates at Hansweert canal in 
Holland. It was soon after this that the squadron received its official crest with 
motto “Firmes Volamos” from H.R.H. the Duke of Gloucester at Hornchurch.  
Sydney’s first flight in a Typhoon (JP855) came early in 1944 and by March he 

was taking part in bombing raids on V-weapon sites in Normandy but then missed 
taking part in D-Day operations due to being sent on a course at C.S.V. Aston 
Down. When he rejoined the squadron at the end of June it was part of 136 Wing 
at Hurn, flying daily over the Channel to operate from captured airstrips. Sydney’s 

initial rocket attack in Typhoons was against motor transport. The first of many, 
involving gun emplacements, observation posts, tanks and armoured cars, 

eventually leading to overflying German columns retreating at the Falaise Gap. By August 164 Squadron 
had moved over to B.7 Martragny as a part of Wing Commander Dring’s 123 Wing on so called “Cab rank” 

sorties against troop and armour concentrations. He made mention of the amount of ground fire 
encountered. His Typhoon once hit under the wing which meant he having to make a “fast landing without 

benefit of flaps or brakes”. During a busy autumn with moves to B.53 Merville and B.67 Ursel, Sydney was 

commissioned from warrant officer rank and often led small squadron sections in rocket and cannon fire 
attacks in support of landing made by Canadian forces at Walcheren.  
After they had seen the new year in, Sydney had to dive for cover while shaving next morning when 
Messerschmitts bombed and strafed the airfield as part of “Operation Bodenplatte” a quite unexpected 

series of Luftwaffe attacks on Allied aerodromes that day. Soon afterwards 164 Squadron carried out 
something of a reprisal low level attack on a German army barracks and parade ground. So low in fact 
when one pilot warrant officer returned he found embedded in the leading edge of his aircraft’s wing the 

decapitated head of a German soldier still with helmet on. 
Soon bad weather set in restricting flying and everyone was rather shocked when Wing Commander Dring 
was killed returning from a lone reconnaissance 
flight when his Typhoon skidded on ice, turned 
over and burst into flames. With a return to better 
weather Wing Commander Button D.F.C. led the 
wing in further ground support flights for the 
remaining weeks of the war, still against heavy 
flak. 164 Squadron’s last raid on 7th May was 
against Emden and next day joined the rest of the 
wing in mass celebration of victory flights. Only 
days later the squadron personnel were flown 
back in Dakotas to this country and returned on 
Spitfires IX in which Sydney flew for the rest of his 
service. He was due for demob in April 1946 but 
elected to stay on to fly in the victory fly-past over 
London, his last flight with the squadron being in 
Spitfire TD363 on 14th June 1946. 
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